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Clarification Note #5  

Internal reference: 265660 
 

Procurement procedure: EUSPA/OP/22/20  

 
Question #65: In view of the clarifications made to the price list on Friday (answers n°24, n°57, 58, 

63 and 64) and the fact that we are not allowed to modify Annex I.F.01 & 02, could you provide us 

with a new updated excel table? 

Answer #65: Please refer to corrigendum #2.  

Question #66: In reference to the Copy of Annex 1. Pricelist, could you clarify what you mean with 

"Spotlight for panel per event"? 

Answer #66: This corresponds to the lighting system that needs to be implemented in stand and based 

on top of panel used to build stand.  

Question #67: We have a question regarding the definition of the ‘in-house’ profiles requested 

under title 2.1.3 (p. 9-11 of the Tender Specifications). Specifically, the “Project coordinator in 

house” and the “Project planner/assistant to coordinator/junior officer in house”: does the addition 

of the “in house” refer to the fact that these profiles should be “on site”, attending the conferences 

and events, does it refer to “internal coordination of the tenderers team” or does it rather refer to 

the fact that they should be able to work “at the premises of the Contracting Authorities”? Or is 

there yet another explanation? 

Answer #67: With the ‘’in-house’’ profiles, the agency requests event project coordinator and project 

planner/assistant to coordinator working in the premises of the Agency. 

Question #68: We need to be absolutely sure we understand the tender specification and QAs 

correctly: if there is no relevant line for a particular service (e.g. moderator) on the financial bid 

form (Annex I.F Template Financial Tables of Answers), does this mean that such a cost will be 

charged under reimbursable costs and can be ignored at the time of bidding?  

Answer #68: In case a moderator is needed, it shall be indeed considered as a reimbursable (see Q&A 

25 in the clarification note #4). 
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Question #69: If, in our opinion, other lines for services and goods (e.g. LED screen, ...) are also 

missing in the Financial Tables, are they automatically part of the reimbursed costs? Yes or no? 

 
Answer #69: Some products might not be listed in the Financial table or might be evolving over the 

different years of the FWC. The other products will not be systematically considered as reimbursable.  

Question #70: Concerning the financial annex line 2.1 "Cleaning of stand", the price unit is "per 

event". However, the cleaning amount is depending on the m2 of the stand and the number of days 

of the event. Shouldn't the unit of calculation be m2/DAY? 

Answer #70: The price should be calculated based on m2/day (see Corrigendum #2). 

Question #71: Case 1: In the request, the number of participants is estimated between 1000 and 

2000 people. For the calculation of the number of bags and other promotional items to be supplied, 

can we assume a median quantity of 1500 pieces? 

Answer #71: Case 1: As the event is to be planned for 2000 people, the bags and other promotional 

items is to be provided to 2000 participants, thus 2000 pieces of each items. 

Question #72: According to par. 2.1.3 of the Tender Specifications, the Contractor shall propose and 

provide evidence (CVs) in its tender for qualified staff. Could you please confirm that the CVs to be 

submitted as evidence must be included in Envelope 2 – Technical Proposal? 

Answer #72: Yes, we confirm the understanding.  

Question #73: According to par. 2.2 of the Tender Specifications, the Tenderer shall provide three 

case studies with a specific technical offer and a cost breakdown. Can you please confirm that the 3 

Technical Offers for each of the Case studies has to be provided as a separate document but that all 

three have to be included in Envelope 2 – Technical Proposal? 

Answer #73: A specific technical offer should be proposed for each of the case studies. The offers can 

(but not necessarily) be gathered in the same document as long as the case studies are rightly tackled 

individually. 
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Question #74: Following your answer to Question #50, can you please confirm if a Tenderer may 

submit the Tender only electronically (on 3 CD-roms, DVDs or USB sticks) with full set of documents, 

as per section 4.7 of the tender specifications, and include as paper copies only the original signed 

documents for those members of the consortium or subcontractors who have not signed with QES 

signature? 

Answer #74: Yes, we confirm the understanding. In this case, the electronic means (CD-roms, DVDs or 

USB sticks) should include the full set of documents, including the documents to be submitted as 

originals. 

Question #75: 2.14 of Annex I.F: ‘chair’/unit: shall we understand standard chairs for conference 

rooms or the special chairs for exhibitors? 

Answer #75: It is up to the tenderer to propose chairs, in line with the requirements of the tender 

specifications and its annexes. 

Question #76: Point 2.15 of Annex I.F: ‘table’/unit: the price differs on the basis of the format and 

size (small square table for one person, oval table for a networking discussions, rectangular table 

for a podium, …)  

Answer #76: It is up to the tenderer to propose a table, in line with the requirements of the tender 

specifications and its annexes. 

Question #77: Point 2.37 of Annex I.F: ‘Drafting of short messages for event materials’/message: 

does this cost refer to the editorial cost to draft a short message of a few sentences (e.g. banners 

and posters) or to the text for the information panels or documents to be published on the 

website?   

Answer #77: The short message refers to the editorial cost to draft a short description (very few 

sentences) of a stand for instance. 

Question #78: Annex I.F: ‘Translation of short messages for event materials’/message: does this cost 

refer to the translation cost for one language or all EU languages? 

Answer #78: The cost is related to the translation in one language. 
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Question #79: Annex I.F: ‘Other expenses’/person/ day: should we include accommodation 

expenses or not?   

Answer #79: Accommodation expenses should be considered as reimbursable. 

Question #80: Points 4.05 and 4.06 of Annex I.F: ‘for 300 registrations max’/person and ‘for 500 

registrations max’/person: does this include the person-days for the creation of the online form, 

management of invitations and registrations, updates and finalisation of lists of participants? 

Answer #80: The registration includes indeed the creation of the online form, the management of the 

registrations and the updates and finalization of the list of participants. 

Question #81: Point 4.07 of Annex I.F: ‘for more than 500 registrations’/person: do we calculate the 

unit price on the basis of the assumption of 501 participants, 1000 participants or 2000+ 

participants? 

Answer #81: The unit price is to be calculated for the assumption that we will have more than 500 

participants. No other split is needed. 

 

-End of document- 


